
New generation of Crypto Currency (Centralized)



• What is swiscoin?
• Why I have to start with cryptocurrency?
• Who is behind swiscoin? Experience and ability of that team 
• Is its real ? Real fundamentals behind currency
• Is it Legal? Can I get trouble to promoting it
• How can make money with swiscoin? the scope of making 

money with swiscoin
• What is short term strategy?
• What is long term strategy?
• What is Future with swiscoin ? The demand of Next 

generation is only Cryptocurrency and swiscoin is one of the 
best option.

What is swiscoin opportunity?:



• Swiscoin is not only a new kind of money, but its more 
than money which called as a Cryptocurrency – created 
from Electro digitization mining system on base of 
advance mathematical algorithms 

• Born out of the success of Bitcoin
• Swiscoin is not a pre-mined currency, the participants 

will create the market, mine the coins, and make 
profits!!

• Swiscoin will be traded on a public exchange
• Best lucrative yet simple and fair compensation plan
• Swiscoin can become the next successful generation of 

payment network as a crypto currency.

What is Swiscoin ??



• The Algorithm for legitimate crypto currency has a FIXED or 
FINITE number of solutions (Called coins),unlike an illegal 

money game in which they make as many fake coins as they 
want. 

Swiscoin’s algorithm can produce exactly 3.1 billion coins.

• Everything is governed by the mathematics and can not be 
changed once mining begins. You could even produce a 

crypto currency with just 3 coins (solution). In this 
example, all there are correct solutions the question – what 

makes 7? Therefore it would yield precisely 3 coins as a 
reward.

• 7 = 3+4  May be + or -

• 7 = 6+1 May be + or -

• 7 = 2+5 May be + or -

How does the Electro Digitization 
Algorithm Works ?
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Success Story of Bitcoin…



• Technology NOW is so advanced and expensive- if user does 
not join pool but mines on his own, they needs high 
investments and over 450 days to become profitable !

• Swiscoin users build pools and mine the coins 
together, sharing resources and rewards ! !

Bitcoin Mining in 2009 Bitcoin Mining in 2014

Building mining pools to join Resources, Mining 
now is only for Professionals. 



Join Early for Profit! The more difficult mining, the 
higher the coin price!

The More Difficult Mining Becomes, The 
Higher Price of the Cryptocurrency..



THE FIRST RECORDED OFFLINE BITCOIN TRANSACTION AT BURGER SHOP

In 2010 a man buys a Burger for 
11500 Bitcoin.

Today This is the worth around 
$8 million.

This is the most expensive 
Burger in the world!!!

That’s the magic of crypto 
currency world.

The 8 Million USD Burger

THE FIRST RECORDED OFFLINE BITCOIN 
TRANSACTION AT BURGER SHOP



1. Advance and more secure technology using for Electro 
Digitization mining algorithm scripting.

2. Smaller Denomination makes coin more usable (2.1 Bn Coins) –
Bitcoin reached up to 1200 USD per coin, which made it 
inaccessible for many people and not practical as a currency

3. SwisExchange provided due to its centralization higher liquidity 
and less volatility, unlike multiple Swiscoin exchanges all selling 
at different rates.

4. Dedicated management team responsible for 
strategy, attracting merchants and building the Swiscoin 
Brands v/s decentralized approach of Bitcoin

5. Swiscoin is a mined in mining pools (or teams), keeping 
individual investment in hardware etc. minimal

6. Swiscoin use KYC Procedure and can not be abuse for illegal 
purpose like Bitcoin was (Bitcoin was used for buying drugs 
and weapons on the internet)

7. Swiscoin is still in an early stage and therefore interesting for 
investor, while Bitcoin is already very mature- an the 
opportunity is over 

WHY SwisCoin is Better Than Bitcoin ?..



 Innovative, secure and REAL crypto currency
 Will be 100% mined by members –profit will 

stay with members
 Pool of miner-user can start mining without 

huge hardware investment
 Real-time mining that can be watched by all 

members
 Early joiners profit from low mining 

price/difficulty-price will increase over time. 
Bitcoin price increased from 0.10$ to over 
1.00$ per coin!

 Will be traded on a public exchange, like 
Bitcoin and Litecoin.

Swiscoin is the Future..



 Swiscoin is 100% legal and secure currency as per norm of 
different country’s governments.

 Swiscoin has them own digital internet identity, that mean all 
the transaction of swiscoin have been verified by miner and put 
it on public ledger, every one can see that transactions that 
called as a block chain.

 There are not any hidden transaction can produce by anyone. 
This is the main beauty of Swiscoin cryptocurrency.

 Swiscoin is a new generation of cryptocurrency, and today in the 
world there are so many millionaires are using cryptocurrency 
and investing in cryptocurrency because this is the trusted 
platform for trading and exchange.

 There are not any restrictions for exchange the cryptocurrency.

Is Swiscoin a Legal ?



Reality and Fundamental of Swiscoin

 Every Swiscoin are producing by Electro digitization 
mining technology

 Every Swiscoin have them own digital identity by 
algorithm system

 And every user of swiscoin have a unique address of 
swiscoin which is generate by any open source of swiscoin 
its unique identity which called swiscoin address

 Every swiscoin is only identify by swiscoin address that 
mean swiscoin have a technical relation with only 
swisaddress, 

 Nobody can produce swiscoin more than them limit that 
mean there are not any single scope to generate swiscoin

 For produce swiscoin there are only method of mining 
technology and its costly as per production.

 And there are limit generated by swiscoin crypto inc, that 
men over limit swiscoin can not produce by anybody and 
swiscoin crypto inc also.



About Swiscoin Crypto Inc..

 Swiscoin Crypto inc, is the firm of technical team, which is belongs to British 
Virgin island. this team are making an open sources for swiscoin 
usage, exchange, and merchant.

 This team is well qualified team with an internet technology, they are 
associated with big groups of an internet technology, for privacy reasons the 
name of group we can not inform you here

 Swiscoin crypto inc is one of the leading developer team in information 
technology system.

 Swiscoin crypto inc, the team is achieved so many awards and they were 
developed so many technologies in the world of internet technology.

 The Swiscoin is the major focus for swiscoin crypto inc team, because today’s 
online market have demand of digital currency, and the cryptocurrency is one 
of the best option for that demand.

 The team is not believe in show offs of then achievement, they are only 
believing the standard work and development.



 Teaches you how to trade with crypto 
currency

 Gain the skill you need with interactive 
material like video, presentations and 
online quizzes

 Design to make you profit from owning 
and trading cryptocurrency

 Success in 6 levels = 6 education packages
 All packages contain FREE Tokens, Tokens 

can be traded with other members on the 
international exchange, OR

 Use the tokens to buy slot for mining the 
Swiscoin

The SwisCampus–Our online Edu. Activity



 Sell the Tokens on the SwisExchange 
or 

Keep Tokens and SPLIT my portfolio 
and sell or

Keep the Tokens and join the mining 
pools for real Swiscoin and 
participate in the value creation of 
the Swiscoin.

What I can do with Tokens?



Lets start to learn Swiscoin concept 

Sign up with 
Swiscoin.com Free!

Activate your 
Account with an 
activation code!

Purchase any 
package of Swiscoin 

Online campus. 

You will get Tokens 
as per your 
packages.

Put token for mining,
It can take some time 

System will provide you 
date of your mining 

complete.

You will get 
Swiscoin!

Enjoy with different 
earning platforms.

SwisExchange,
Trading, Mining,

Blockchains



Profits! From Swiscoin!

You will get 
Swiscoin!

Enjoy with different 
earning platforms.

Send money Globally 
by Swiscoin.

Buy / sell at your 
local exchange of 

Swiscoin

Make hold, for gain 
price of Swiscoin

And book high profit

Sell it with high 
profitable price

at swiscoin Exchange

Online shopping,
You can use your 

Swiscoins

Covert in your local 
currency as per rates



Compensation Packages 



Benefits of packages

Packages
Eligible

for Level
Amount BV

Swis
Tokens

Split
Benefit

Beginner Level1 $ 100 100 1000 1 time

Seller Level2 $ 500 500 5000 1 time

Pro Seller Level3 $ 1000 1000 10000 1 time

Express Seller Level4 $ 3000 3000 35000 2 time

Platinum
Seller

Level5 $ 5000 5000 70000 3 time

Premium 
Seller

Level6 $ 11000 11000 160000 4 time



Direct And Matching Bonus

 At Swis concept we see ourselves team players and do our 
best to incentive you to build your business and your 
team. The more people join Swiscoin concept, the higher 
the popularity and the value of our currency

 1. Direct Bonus, ON all personally generated sales you will 
receive a 10% bonus based on the business volumes 
associated to the various packages.

 The member that join SwisConcept with you as a sponsor 
will be placed on your right or left side. We let you 
decide, if you would like to place them alternatively or at 
a preferred side.

 2.Matching Bonus, you get paid 10% of the business 
volume that your left and right side matching.

 80% of these payment will go to your cash account, and 
20% will fund your promo account.



Magical Level Bonus

 Magical Level Bonus is designed to help you to grow your team 
and make you successful. When you help others earn, you also 
earn

 Depending on the package you have-you can earn magical level 
bonus up 6 Generations and up to 25%

 Eligible : you must 2 personal sales of pro beginner or 
higher, 1left and 1right

Packages 1st

Generation
2nd

Generation
3rd

Generation
4th

Generation
5th

Generation
6th

Generation
Beginner 10% - - - - -

Seller 10% 10% - - - -

Pro Seller 10% 10% 20% - - -

Express 
Seller

10% 10% 20% 20% - -

Platinum 
Seller

10% 10% 20% 20% 25% -

Premium 
Seller

10% 10% 20% 20% 25% 25%



Power of Magical Level Bonus

 This is the bonus which have power of changing lifestyle.
 If you sponsor any person, what he will earn you will get 

income from that earning, that mean if you want to earn 
more you must have to support your direct referrals.

 We only promise you that if you sponsored 10 good 
networkers only. you don’t have to do any more work, just 
support to them to build them network and they will start 
earn. They will earn that mean by magical level bonus you 
will also earn. This is the power of magical level bonus

 If you dreamed before to become millionaire threw network 
marketing, this is the best platform to make come true your 
dreams.

 By this magical level bonus nobody can stopped at Swiscoin 
network.



SPLIT BONUS OR ACCOUNT DOUBLING

 As more and more members join, and the demand for 
tokens gets higher and higher it is only natural that the price 
of the tokens increases. With every new member joining 
Swis, the demand grows and the price of our Swistoken on 
the exchange grows.

 Of course we want Swiscoin to be successful- but a price 
explosion too early in not always good. This is why we 
created to opportunity for you to split and double your 
money! New members can join us at attractivee low prices-
but we do not want you to have a disadvantages. This is 
why once a number of new members is reached- we split 
your Tokens. This mean we double the amount of your 
account!

 And as more and more new members join – the price again 
a SPLIT happen. Congratulations, you Again doubled your 
money. Depending on the package you have you SPLIT up to 
3 times- you can do 3 Split and achieve the value of your 
product package!!! So accumulate and save these tokens … 
or buy more.



TARGET BONUS

 Faster Bonus : If you will create business of 
matching 5000 RP in both side that mean 
your matching RP in 7 days from 
joining, your leadership level is called as a 
“Faster Leader” You will get an International 
Holiday tour as an extra reward from 
Swiscoin.

 SuperFast Bonus : If you will create business 
of matching 50000 RP in both side that 
mean your matching RP in 30 days from 
joining, your leadership level is called as a 
“Superfast Leader” You will get Apple 
Notebook Pro as an Extra reward from 
Swiscoin.



Growth possibilities of Swiscoin

 Disclaimer:  the price chart presented above is based solely on 
prediction – whether these values will be reached depends on 
commitment and efforts by company members



Swiscoin – 3 years Growth possibilities on 
base of Bitcoin success story 
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 Disclaimer:  the price chart presented above is based solely on 
prediction – whether these values will be reached depends on 
commitment and efforts by company members



Trading Strategy for Buy Sell Swiscoin

Trading Strategy Description Profit Range

Short-term Strategy Cash out quickly.
Sell all Tokens at market price after a 
short-term period of 4-5 month.

100% of 
Package
amount 

Long-term Strategy Time period 8-12 month or 24 
months.
Maximize profit by joining  swiscoin 
mining pool.

Around above 
500%
Of package 
amount

Balanced Strategy Sell some tokens to recover your 
initial investment.
Investment the rest in Swiscoin mining 
to maximize profit.

Around 200% 
of Package 
amount 

 Disclaimer: This is the average calculated profit which is depend on 
joining and demand of swiscoin, may be this profit will be higher 
than shown below. This is use for just get an idea.



What’s Next to bitcoin ???

Join Swiscoin - Participate in the Token Market

Buy and sell Tokens!

Enjoy to see your Token portfolio grow by SPLIT!

And make sure you join the first group of miners to profit from 
the cryptocurrency Swiscoin!!

Keep in touch with www.swiscoin.com

Not only the money, but more than money.

A British Virgin Island Base Technology group

Swiscoin Crypto Inc.



Thank you !!!


